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THE SPIDER CLUB OF SOUTHERN AFRICA WISHES ITS 

MEMBERS AND FRIENDS A PEACEFUL FESTIVE SEASON 

 

Happy Holidays! 

 

 
 

(And may spiders light up your lives!) 
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What do YOU want for Christmas? 

 

 
 
 
How about a nice SPIDER-PROOF garden shed?  The last word in idiocy in the UK, where this lovely invention is being 
advertised at around £2000.  Even the Daily Mail had a tongue-in-cheek dig at this. 
 
Arachnophobes rejoice! Spider-proof shed comes with toughened windows, sealed joints and smelly wood to 

deter critters 

 Sky blue spider-proof shed has toughened glass windows 

 A 'spider-repellent lining' and silicone-sealed joints can keep arachnids out 

 It's designed for people arachnophobes and prices start at £2,000 ($3,075) 

 Wood can be impregnated with smells of peppermint, citrus and insecticide to repel the creepy crawlies for an 
extra fee 
 
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3235424/Arachnophobes-rejoice-Spider-proof-shed-comes-toughened-windows-sealed-joints-smelly-
wood-deter-critters.html#ixzz3ssw9haq2  

 

 

  

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3235424/Arachnophobes-rejoice-Spider-proof-shed-comes-toughened-windows-sealed-joints-smelly-wood-deter-critters.html#ixzz3ssw9haq2
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3235424/Arachnophobes-rejoice-Spider-proof-shed-comes-toughened-windows-sealed-joints-smelly-wood-deter-critters.html#ixzz3ssw9haq2
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About the Spider Club 

 

The Spider Club of Southern Africa is a non-profit organisation.  Our aim is to encourage an interest in arachnids – 
especially spiders and scorpions - and to promote this interest and the study of these animals by all suitable means.  
 
Membership is open to anyone – people interested in joining the club may apply to any committee member for 
information. 
 
Field outings, day visits, arachnid surveys and demonstrations, workshops and exhibits are arranged from time to 
time.  A diary of events and outings is published at the end of this newsletter. 

 

Our Mission Statement 

“The Spider Club provides a fun, responsible, social learning experience, centred on spiders, their 

relatives and on nature in general.” 

 

Contact Us 

Committee  

Treasurer  Jaco Le Roux       083 258 8969     jaco@spiderclub.co.za 

Editor    Joan Faiola   082 565 6025     joan@spiderclub.co.za 

Chairman by default Astri Leroy    073 168 7187   info@spiders.co.za 

Membership   Paul Cowan   082 773 5724      paul@spiderclub.co.za 

    

PRO   Peet Van der Ark 071 609 5790   peetvda@vodamail.co.za 
 
Secretary  Vanora Naude  076 217 8592   vanora@spiderclub.co.za 

 

Webmaster  JP Schutte  076 926 1121   jp@spiderclub.co.za 

 
Spiderlings   Shirley Armstrong 083 637 0690  shirl.p.armstrong@gmail.com 
 
 
WEBSITE: http://www.spiderclub.co.za   EMAIL ADDRESS: info@spiderclub.co.za 

 

 

…. At the Spider Club of Southern Africa 
page 
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From the hub 

 
That angry little cloud is to remind the Weather Monster that we need rain  
 

 

We asked the membership if the Spider Club is still relevant: the reply came loud and clear:  IT IS!   It has educated, 
entertained and been a forum for discussion for many years and we have striven to bridge the gap between the 
professional and the non-professional arachnologists by supporting both groups to the best of our ability.   We try to 
educate the public about arachnids and convince as many people as possible that invertebrates in general are vitally 
important, utterly fascinating and in the case of spiders of no danger to human beings - even babies - nor their dogs, 
cats, cows, goats or parakeets.   Over the last four decades club members have done all these things pretty well.  
Personally I have been deeply involved in the administration of The Spider Club for 40-odd years but recently wondered 
if it had come to the end of its useful life or simply needed a new direction.    So a questionnaire was sent to members 
to find out what they want, and on Saturday 7th November we held a General Meeting to brainstorm the way forward.   
The results from both the questionnaire and the meeting show overwhelmingly that The Spider Club of Southern Africa 
IS relevant and will continue, with a few tweaks and rearrangements.    
 
Here’s how it will affect the individual members: 
 

 Membership fees for current ordinary members will fall away from July 2016.  The membership fee of R120 will 
be a voluntary payment, the main benefit being that events will be free.  There are many members who wish to 
receive the newsletter but cannot make the events – the newsletter will be a free benefit so long as you 
register as a member of the club 
 

 With immediate effect and until further notice we will ask for R50 per adult and R10 per child under 12 for 
people who are not paid up members to attend events. From July 2016 this will apply to everyone who attends 
a club-run event, except members who have opted to voluntarily pay R120 for the year, and the event leader. 
Funds thus accumulated will be used to fund bulk communication (see 2 and 3 below). 
 

 Spider Club members will be encouraged to arrange field trips in their area and we will do our utmost to cover 
as much of the country as possible. (We have some cool ideas up our sleeves!) 
 

 Communication will continue to be by: 
1. The Spider Club News 
2. bulk e-mail* and  
3. bulk s.m.s.* as well as  
4. Facebook and our Website.   

   
*These bulk communications will cost a bit more but will be easier for Paul and Astri to handle.  
 
You may have noticed that this newsletter is rather late.  We do apologise but bear in mind all the office bearers are 
volunteers and all are busy, interesting and lively people wearing several hats. Members of your committee put their 
hearts and souls into the production of the newsletter, keeping membership lists up to date and organizing what we 
think are interesting events.  Because the spring edition of The Spider Club news got missed out entirely it was decided 
to combine the September and December issue into this one bumper Spider Club News.  We hope you enjoy it. 
 
I recently had fun looking at Google Keywords relating to spiders, see what I found on page 21.  Most of it was negative, 
no surprise there but at least people are looking! 
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For those of you who may not have noticed, there is a lot of uncertainty regarding the toxicity of the venom of “our” 
yellow sac spider, Cheiracanthium furculatum.  It probably is not the villain it has been made out to be.  Have a look on 
page 16 for background and references to papers supporting different views. More toxicological research in this country 
is in the pipeline and we will keep everyone informed. 
 
On a very cold winter’s day in the 1970’s the Delta Park Enviro Centre was opened. It was and still is housed in a 
wonderful art-deco building originally erected in 1934 as the sewage works for Johannesburg.  The works were closed in 
1963 and the building fell into disrepair but in the dynamic Norman Bloom saw its potential and set to work to make the 
building into an environmental education centre.  Go to their website www.deltaenviro.org.za for background.  The 
Spider Club was one of the original exhibitors and our exhibits were initially rather good. We built small dioramas and 
used dried spiders and scorpions but by now museum beetles have eaten all the exhibits.  We plan to print models on 3-
D printers because no beetles eat plastic.  So if anyone out there has a 3-D printer and the expertise to print spider and 
scorpion models please contact us. Once the spiders and scorpions are printed, they will have to be painted.  Geoff 
Lockwood and anyone else with an artistic bent may help with that.  Then the dioramas will have to be cleaned, 
repaired and perhaps redone. I think that might be a nice job for the winter. Any other help and suggestions gladly 
accepted. 
 

Happy spidering 

Astri 
 
 

 
 
 
Photo above: Pinothele burrow – you can see a photo of the spider from the burrow on page 18. (Photo: Astri Leroy – 
how did she spot this??) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

http://www.deltaenviro.org.za/
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Now that the future of the club has been settled, we can get back down to the business of spiders.  Next year with the 
new two-tier membership structure, I will be hoping that the newsletter will reach more people, and that we won’t 
struggle to find material of interest to publish – there being so many more potential contributors.  One can hope 
anyway. 
 
Yes, it has been a struggle to put together this newsletter, because we received even fewer contributions than usual, 
despite the longer interval between editions.  In the several years that I have been involved, it was probably the most 
difficult editing time I have experienced. 
 
That was not the case for the SANSA News, however.  They had a really great edition (No. 24), focused mainly on the 
Feldschrift for Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman.  We have written about it here, but commend SANSA News No. 24 to you – it 
informs about many papers on African arachnids, and is liberally illustrated with wonderful photos of new species.  It is 
available on ARC’s website, but we can forward it on request. 
 
One report in the SANSA News is on the number of described species for South Africa.  There can be no definitive total, 
because the total keeps changing!  It shows that research on spiders in this country is alive and well.  The following 
graphic from the SANSA News tells the story: 
 

 
 

On top of this, there are lots of species waiting to be officially described (Including the ones from Klipriviersberg!) 
 
I want to hear your views on the newsletter, and any ideas you may have for its improvement, as well as suggestions for 
future articles. Please address feedback and criticisms to me at joan@spiderclub.co.za  
 
Good spidering! 
 

Joan 
 
  

mailto:joan@spiderclub.co.za
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BOOKS 
 

NOTES ON THE BROWN RECLUSE SPIDER BY RICHARD S. VETTER 
 

By Joan Faiola 
 
In these pages recently we introduced you to Rick Vetter’s new book on the brown recluse spider.  I was going to write a 
review, but the seven reviews on Amazon.com said it far better than I could.  All the reviewers gave it five stars.  I agree 
completely.  Here are two of the reviews: 
 

 
 
 That one should convince you that you don’t need to be a spider expert to get a lot from the book. 
 

 
 
So why should you buy it, living as many of you do in South Africa, and other places where brown recluses do not occur?  
Firstly, several relatives of the spider occur in South Africa (violin spiders), and have the same protein in their venom 
which can cause loxoscelism.  Then also, there is a lot more of general interest to people who like to read about spiders.  
I certainly found it most enjoyable, but I skipped the part on pest control, not being amenable to the use of toxic 
chemicals, and presently having no need to exterminate spiders or evict them from my house. 
 
There is a problem, though.  The South African on-line retailers Takealot.com  want R586.00 with free delivery. Oh 
where were you Kalahari when I needed you?  Worse still, Exclusive Books want R1929.00 for the hardcover and 
R693.00 for the paperback.  How did they come up with such outrageous prices?  (I bet they charge postage too.)  If you 
buy it from Amazon.uk it’s also  bad: I variously saw £49.41, £85.60 and £92.66 .  It’s hard to believe that we get it at a 
‘bargain’ price compared to the UK. Most of the aforegoing prices are for a paperback edition.  If you buy it from 
Amazon.com (USA) it is reasonable at US$22.84.  (Plus postage).  The best bet, then is to get the Kindle version, which is 
a very reasonable US$17.67, and you don’t pay postage or duties of course.  But the UK and ZA prices are astoundingly 
inflationary and unjustifiable. 
 
Rick is a friend of the Spider Club of Southern Africa, and we wish him wonderful sales of this very worthy book. 
 
http://www.amazon.com/Brown-Recluse-Spider-Richard-Vetter/product-reviews/ 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Brown-Recluse-Spider-Richard-Vetter/product-reviews/
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CELEBRATION FOR ANSIE 
 

Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman was honoured with a Festschrift in the journal African Invertebrates, marking her 
retirement after more than forty years as a scientist in the field of arachnology.   
 
The Festschrift edition is dedicated to arachnid papers from the African continent. A total of 19 papers are included 
that represent four orders, namely Araneae (spiders), Scorpiones (scorpions), Solifugae (red romans) and 
Pseudoscorpiones (false scorpions). To acknowledge Ansie’s contribution to African Arachnology, contributors 
worldwide have named one new genus and 15 new species of arachnids after her in this Festchrift. To find out more 
about the papers that are in the Festschrift, please see the African Invertebrates website: 
http://africaninvertebrates.org/.  The issue was edited by Dr Charles Haddad, with notes on Ansie’s career by Rudy 
Jocqué and Stefan Foord.  (Acknowledgment: SANSA News 24). 
 
Here is her friend Rudy Jocqué’s tribute. 

 
FESTSCHRIFT FOR ANSIE DIPPENAAR 
 
By Rudy Jocqué 
 

 
 
I met Anna Dippenaar-Schoeman for the first time in the early eighties at the Johannesburg airport on the way back 
from a not so successful field trip around the Cape. Instead of writing my name on a piece of cardboard, as is the custom 
when you meet someone you have never seen before, she had rapidly drawn the outline of a spider on a piece of paper 
and held it above the other people waiting for acquaintances. That was probably the most efficient way to attract the 
attention of a fellow arachnologist.  So I did not have to enquire whether she was ‘Mrs Dippenaar’, as my predecessor 
had called her. He had mentioned that she was ‘a promising spider lady’ from South Africa. In his eyes she was in the 
first place a student of the late Reginald Lawrence. But we would soon learn better. 
 
Ansie, as she insisted to be named, overwhelmed me in the next two days I spent there, with short excursions in the 
neighbourhood of Pretoria, and meetings with colleagues. She mainly told me of the many plans she had for African 
arachnology. Although she radiated enthusiasm, I had my doubts about the feasibility. My reservations were not well-
founded, considering what she had already achieved by then. She was the first African biologist who graduated with a 
doctoral study on spider taxonomy. Later we found out that she was the first to have used pitfalls for spider studies in 
Africa, and had already proved the importance of these animals in biological control, long before anyone else in the 
world had even dreamt of it. 
 
Ansie would become the leading lady for African spider studies in the next three decades, which culminated in her 
election as president of the International Society of Arachnology (2004–2007), the first woman to be honoured with this 
position. 

http://africaninvertebrates.org/
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The sheer magnitude of what she has achieved can easily be deduced from her impressive CV, and the details do not 
have to be reiterated here. Highlights doubtlessly include the many books she authored or co-authored and the 
organisation of the SANSA project, an inventory at a scale that had never been preceded in any country the size of South 
Africa. However, her CV fails to express Ansie’s ability to inspire and motivate people to initiate studies that often seem 
to be an insurmountable amount of work. If you objected with something like “Yes, nice idea but this involves 
identification of so many thousands of specimens”, she most often reacted with “Is that all, what’s the problem?”. 
I was involved in some of her projects, but the books we wrote together were in fact only a small component of what 
she has accomplished. However, it was then that I experienced how efficient she was. The post-referee stage of our 
African Spiders book made it clear that we would require a checklist of species per family, which I thought was 
impossible in that phase of the publication process. “Why not?” she thought, “let’s each do half of the work.”. Three 
days later her list was ready. It was a pleasure to work with Ansie; her efficiency, enthusiasm and perseverance made 
every project seem achievable, provided one was prepared to contribute one’s mite. 
 
There is no doubt that Ansie’s contributions have transformed African arachnology, and particularly that of South Africa, 
from a phase of scattered isolated studies into that of a coherent multi-layered discipline, much earlier than one would 
have guessed at the time when she started her career. Against this background, it will not come as a surprise that 
Ansie’s retirement has no other implications than an administrative change and hardly has a bearing on her spider work: 
she keeps producing spider books and continues to play a key role in the SANSA project. But the event offers an ideal 
occasion to present the underlying Festschrift as a tribute to her extraordinary career. It is a great pleasure to take part 
in this initiative together with a choice of fellow arachnologists from around the world, most of them inspired by Ansie’s 
‘infectious’ enthusiasm for arachnology. 
 
Some of the species named in honour of Ansie Dippenaar-Schoeman 
 
*Acanthinozodium ansieae Jocque & van Harten, 2015 (Zodariidae)  
*Afrarchaea ansieae Lotz, 2015 (Archaeidae) 
*Afroceto ansieae Lyle, 2015 (Trachelidae) 
*Afroceto dippenaarae Lyle, 2015 (Trachelidae) 
*Andoharano ansieae Zonstein & Marusik, 2015 (Filistatidae)  
Cambalida dippenaarae Haddad, 2012 (Corinnidae) 
Ceratinopsis dippenaari Jocque, 1984 (Linyphiidae) 
Cheiracanthium dippenaarae Lotz, 2007 (Eutichuridae) 
Cheiramiona ansieae Lotz, 2003 (Eutichuridae) 
*Cithaeron dippenaarae Bosmans & Van Keer, 2015 (Cithaeronidae)  
Cydrela schoemanae Jocque, 1991 (Zodariidae) 
*Diploglena dippenaarae Haddad, 2015 (Caponiidae) 
Eusparassus schoemanae Moradmand, 2013 (Sparassidae) 
*Geraesta ansieae Benjamin, 2015 (Thomisidae) 
Hortipes schoemanae Bosselaers & Jocque, 2000 (Corinnidae)  
Linotetranus annae Meyer & Ueckermann, 1997 (Linotetranidae)  
*May ansie Jager, 2015 (Sparassidae) 
*Melanoblossia ansie Bird & Wharton, 2015 (Melanoblossiidae) (A Solifuge) 
 
Also Uroplectes ansiedippenaarae – Prendini, L. 2015. (A small buthid scorpion.) 

 
 
 
Details of some of the new species can be found in SANSA News No. 24.  We can forward this on request, or you can 
find it on the ARC website.  We include a couple of photos from the publication:  
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(Roff and Haddad, 2015) 

 

 
Afrarchaea ansieae (Lotz, 2015) 

 
(Prendini, 2015) 
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SPIDERS AND PEOPLE OF THE MUDDY SPRING (MODDERFONTEIN) 
 

Report by Astri Leroy 
 

 
© Jacky Collier 

 
On 19th September 2015, fourteen of us met at the picnic site at Modderfontein Nature Reserve for a morning spider 
outing.  It was good to see Danie Smit and his daughter Monique after so long.  Danie used to be on the committee.  
Leah and John Ferrington’s granddaughter Emma was our youngest spider enthusiast.  Four members of the 
Modderfontein Conservation Group joined us and representing the Spider Club were  Jacky Collier, Pat van Nierop, 
Pablo Cascado, Micaeli Fleminger and I.  Micaeli has been a Spider Club member along with her father since she was a 
little girl and is in South Africa from Toronto for a gap year before starting college.   It was really fun to see her blue-
tipped fingernails prying loose bark off the old eucalypts and gently persuading her “catch” into vials.   
 
We often think of spring as being a non-spider season but despite the cool weather and desiccated veld we found a 
surprising number of spiders.  It is also a season when many male spiders mature and mate.  Other spiders are still in 
their winter hideaways and have to be searched for under rocks, stones, fallen logs, leaves, etc.  
 

  
Possible Copa sp. Photo © Jacky Collier Pardosa ♀ with egg sac – photo © Jacky Collier 

 
Our first stop was below a bank of rubble with some fallen boulders at its base.  The smaller boulders were moveable, 
so we moved them (of course) and found the enchanting little salticids, Natta horizontalis under almost every one, and 
one small brown job that may be one of the species of Evarcha – also a jumping spider.   All were neatly wrapped in 
their winter duvets of soft silk.  A deeply eroded dry stream bed, overhung with a mat of Kikuyu grass, produced a nice 
male Oxyopes hoggi in my sweep net, a juvenile Cheiracanthium and some very tiny spiderlings which I think were 
araneids.  
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Above: Latrodectus renivulvatus ♂ (Black button spider) 
Right: Oxyopes hoggi ♂  (Lynx spider) 
 
Both photos © Astri Leroy 

There were few flowers and most of the veld grass was dry and old so we found absolutely NO crab spiders and only a 
few jumping spiders. The filmy webs of the local grass funnel-web spider Agelena gaerdesi were still abundant.  Some 
parts of the reed bed had been cut back to enable visitors to get to the dam and here the ground was damp and fairly 
bustling with spiders.  Most of these were small wolf spiders (Lycosidae).  All in all a very pleasant morning was spent; it 
is always great to be out and about with spider people! 
 
Here’s a list of what we found and saw, as far as I can remember: 
 
Agelenidae: Agelena gaerdesi  
Araneidae: Juveniles in a clump, could have been araneids 
Eresidae: Gandanameno immature 
Eutichuridae: Cheiracanthium sp. 
Lycosidae: Trabea sp  

Pardosa sp males and females, some females with egg sacs. 
Several that I am not sure of and  
Pirata africana with egg sac. 

Oxyopidae: Oxyopes hoggi male 
Philodromidae: Thanatus sp. guarding her egg sac  

Philodromus sp. probably P biggibus 
Pholcidae: Quamtana sp this was a really tiny spider but could have been adult. 

Smeringopus sp 
Theridiidae: Latrodectus sp. male, most likely L renivulvatus 
  Steatoda sp. immature 
Trachelidae: Afroceto sp. 
Salticidae: Natta horizontalis  

Evarcha sp 
Heliophanus sp 
Phlegra sp 
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VIOLA THE VIOLIN SPIDER 
 
By Niela du Preez 
 
Since I started teaching myself about spiders I wanted to find a Loxosceles sp. because most people live in fear of them 
and I wanted to observe their behaviour for myself. 
 
So I started searching for them and guess what ….they are abundant in our house (in Rustenburg)!! I found a female 
Violin spider (Loxosceles simillima) in my shoe closet about a year ago and I thought she looked gravid so I kept her and 
put her in a nice glass tank with a piece of cardboard for a hiding place and placed her on my display unit in my living 
room together with my other spiders. I found lots of others in there, as well as in other closets in the house, but I let 
them be and left them in peace because not once have they bothered or bit me or anybody else, they tend to run back 
to their hiding places whenever they see something move.) And to my surprise she made an egg sac about a week later.  
I kept on feeding her and watched the egg sac very closely and sometime later all the eggs hatched.  I still gave the 
mother large crickets and then when she killed one the babies would all go and enjoy the meal with mommy.  Some 
would even sit on the cricket’s legs and feed. They all lived together and none of them preyed on one another. But 
eventually their house became too small for all of them and I decided to let the mom and most of the babies go keeping 
only the largest baby as I was sure it's going to be a female. I was right…  And she grew to be the stunning spider you see 
in these photos. I found a male and I was going to introduce them soon, but unfortunately Viola fell one day and her 
abdomen split open, and she died. 
 

 

  
 
  
Editor’s note: 
 
I found lots of this particular species in Kruger National Park, as well as Zimbabwe, but never saw one with such vibrant colouring 
– I hope Niela manages to find some more like this. 
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 SPIDERS EVEN ARACHNOPHOBES CAN LOVE                

DENVER―November 23, 2015― Even arachnophobes find jumping spiders endearing. In a newly published paper in the 
Journal of Arachnology, Wayne Maddison provides a comprehensive new view of jumping spider relationships. 
 
Jumping spiders (family Salticidae) are renowned for their acute eyesight, elaborate courtship dances, and spectacular 
color patterns and body forms. Some jumping spiders look exactly like ants; others have evolved a close resemblance to 
beetles. Yet others have evolved such colorful patterns that one group is commonly known as the “peacock spiders.” 
The Salticidae is an enormous family of spiders, consisting of over 5,800 different species. There are more species in this 
one spider family than there are species of mammals living on earth today. 
 
Wayne Maddison provides the first re-assessment of jumping spider taxonomy, based upon both molecular (DNA) and 
morphological characters. This important contribution to our understanding of jumping spider relationships also 
includes stunning photographs illustrating the worldwide diversity of this family of spiders. 
 

  
All photos: © 2015 W. Maddison, released under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY) 3.0 license 
 
About the American Arachnological Society  
The American Arachnological Society was founded in 1975 to further the study of arachnids (spiders and their relatives), 
foster closer cooperation and understanding between amateur and professional arachnologists, and to publish the 
Journal of Arachnology, one of the premier scientific journals presenting current research about arachnids. Connect with 
the AAS on its website or Facebook. 
American Arachnological Society  
Paula Cushing, AAS Secretary 
303.370.6442  
Paula.Cushing@dmns.org  

  

http://www.americanarachnology.org/JoA_free/JoA_v43_n3/arac-43-03-231.pdf
mailto:wayne.maddison@ubc.ca
mailto:wayne.maddison@ubc.ca
http://www.americanarachnology.org/JoA_online.html
http://www.americanarachnology.org/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/American-Arachnological-Society/183515605041562
tel:303.370.6442
mailto:Paula.Cushing@dmns.org
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SAC SPIDERS MAY BE OFF THE HOOK 
 
By Astri Leroy 
 
Sac spiders, yellow sac spider, house sac spiders, long-legged sac spiders - these are various names given to Cheiracanthium species 
in the popular literature here and abroad. There are 207 species in this genus mostly in the Old World including Africa, Asia, 
Madagascar, Europe, oceanic islands and Australasia with only two species in North America. Our house sac spider Cheiracanthium 
furculatum is one of ten species in the genus found in South Africa. It is very common and widespread in this country and often 
comes indoors. All are in the family Eutichuridae. 
  
Since the early 1980’s in South Africa bites from Cheiracanthium furculatum have been believed to be medically important and to 
cause slow-healing (necrotic) sores.  This reputation came about from a study conducted several decades ago by Newlands et al – 
see reference below – in which circumstantial evidence was used to link necrotising sores to a spider commonly found in houses.  
Perhaps this was sparked by a paper co-authored by a very eminent arachnologist Herb Levi in 1970.  Note the word “probable” in 
the title and the conclusion that all the evidence was circumstantial.  We are not sure how the researchers in this country proved 
that the sores were caused by a spider bite so the jury is once again out regarding the medical importance of this particular species 
of spider. In 1999 Croucamp quoted Newland’s assertion that necrotic wounds were caused by the bite of Cheiracanthium 
furculatum, which further entrenched the idea that the venom is medically significant.  However his research was based on the 
hypothesis that a substance from the native venom of these spiders or a synthesized version of it could be used in the ongoing fight 
against certain cancers and he tested it on human carcinoma cells, not on live people.  

 
 
 
Large female house sac spider, Cheiracanthium furculatum  
photographed in my bedroom. (She didn’t attack me!) 

 
 
 

The media got hold of this research, it was repeated many times in both scientific and popular literature and a legend was born.    
However recent research demonstrates that Cheiracanthium venom does not contain the same necrosis inducing enzyme, SMD 
(Sphingomyelinase D) found in the venom of spiders in the family Sicariidae and genera Loxosceles (violin spiders) and Sicarius (six-
eyed sand spiders).  It does have phospholipase enzymes that cause haemolysis (destruction of red blood cells) (Foradori et al) but 
this enzyme does not lead to necrosis and to date there is no scientific evidence that Cheiracanthium venom contains any enzyme 
that is capable of causing necrosis.     
 
So the bad reputation of our house sac spider Cheiracanthium furculatum could be undeserved.  To be certain that bites from 
spiders in this genus actually do or do not cause necrosis the only standard for spider envenomation toxicology studies is a series of 
verified bites and Vetter et al’s study of Cheiracanthium bites in America and Australia did just this.  Ten verified bites in each 
country were monitored and there was no necrosis, only redness, itching, swelling and self-healing.  Admittedly the verified bites 
referred to were not from OUR sac spider C furculatum but it does call into doubt that it bites readily and that these bites cause 
necrosis.  
  
In conclusion, it’s quite possible that the  house sac spider C furculatum is no more or less dangerous to humans than most other 
spiders and like all spiders they try their best to avoid contact with us.   So please get it out there that people really don’t need to 
fear them for the supposed toxicity of their venom.    
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Croucamp, W, 1999. Preliminary analysis of the venom from the Sac spider Cheiracanthium furculatum (Araneae: Miturgidae). M.Sc. Thesis, 
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Foradori MJ, Smith SC, Smith E, Wells RE, 2005. Survey for potentially necrotizing spider venoms, with special emphasis on Cheiracanthium 

mildei. Comp Biochem Physiol C Toxicol Pharmacol 141: 32 – 39. 
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WOLF SPIDERS IN THE GARDEN – HOGNA SPP 
 

By Joan Faiola 
 
Lycosidae is a large family of spiders characterised by their diagnostic eye pattern of eight eyes in three rows 4-2-2, with 
the very large pair of eyes in the middle row, indicating that their vision is pretty good.  In South Africa we have around 
120 species in 27 genera.  Wolf spiders are ground-living hunters that pounce on their prey, and should be found in any 
healthy environment.  Along with nursery-web spiders, they are an important component of the fauna normally present 
in gardens.  Some lycosids are habitat specialists, for instance those that live in wetlands, and a few species that make 
webs.  We have found them running in aquatic vegetation close to the very soggy ground.  There have even been 
reports of lycosids seen hanging around in the weirs of domestic swimming pools. 
 
Wolf spiders have three claws on each tarsus (last section of the leg), which may indicate that they have evolved from 
web-building spiders, and as already stated, some of the lycosids still do make webs.  Wolf spiders are very good 
mothers, carrying their egg sacs with them by holding them in their spinnerets.  When the spiderlings hatch, they climb 
onto their mother’s abdomen which is equipped with special hairs that the spiderlings can cling to.  I have seen them 
clinging underneath the mother’s abdomen as well as on top.   
 
Among the larger wolf spiders found in South African gardens are those in the genus Hogna.  This genus contains 200 
species found worldwide (except Antarctica).  In South Africa we are blessed with 14 species ranging in size from 11 mm 
to 22 mm.  Hogna is a burrowing wolf spider, but although I have often seen the spiders in my small garden, I have not 
found any burrows.  In the Klipriviersberg project we have listed five species so far, and there is no reason why these 
five should not be found in a natural Johannesburg garden. 
 
From the dorsal (top) view, Hogna spp are often very difficult to identify to genus level, as the patterning is very similar 
between the different species.  Ventrally (underneath), a number of the species are jet black, some with white spots on 
the abdomen.  Even then, some might only be identified under the microscope by differences in their genitalia. 
 

 

 
Above: Hogna from my Bromhof garden. 
Right: Details of H. spenceri from the First Atlas of 
South African Spiders (SANSA 2010) From left: body 
(dorsal view); male palp, female epigyne and detail 
from male palp. 
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A FEW ARACHNIDS FROM THE SANDVELD  
 

Story and photos by Astri Leroy 
 
In September John and I visited the Namaqua National Park to see the spectacular Sandveld flowers. On our way we 
stopped for a picnic lunch on the roadside somewhere west of Garies.  We couldn’t settle because the spot was overrun 
by large and inquisitive “bal byter” (!) ants Camponotus fulvopilosus. These busy creatures with mustard-yellow 
abdomens are imitated by several other invertebrates amongst them spiders, so of course we checked around and sure 
enough there was a fast little salticid probably Mexcala rufa with a mustard-yellow abdomen hunting the ants but it  
took one look at us and disappeared.  The hunt was on but I never found it again but we did find this delightful 
gnaphosid in the genus Asemesthes.  Although, unlike the jumping spider it didn’t really imitate the ants’ movements, its 
colouring certainly did. 
 

  
Above left: Asemesthes sp. (Gnaphosidae) Above right: probable Pinothele (Nemesiidae) 

 
Inside the national park while admiring the flowers we saw lots of spiders, mainly gnaphosids, racing between the 
bushes.  I tried to photograph them but they were very fast and none of the pictures worked. On our way out of the 
park we visited the Groenriviermond lighthouse.  Despite the freezing wind coming off the sea, birds, insects, lizards and 
arachnids were very busy. Whilst prone and concentrating on photography John felt something beneath him but 
ignored its protesting wriggles and didn’t notice it was a small orange-coloured scorpion till he stood up.  It didn’t sting. 
   
A small ground beetle with long legs sprinted over a mini-clearing between some bushes and suddenly the sand split 
beneath it and a set of hairy legs grabbed at it but missed - I was riveted!  It was obviously a trap-door spider of some 
kind, so we dug down at least half a meter - no spider.  Whilst replacing the sand I found a bunch of silk and spread it on 
my jeans-leg and there she was a fine, hairy nemesiid which Ian Engelbrecht says is probably in the genus Pinothele.  I 
have it still but like most trap-door spiders it seldom leaves its burrow but occasionally comes out at night if I spray the 
sand surface with water.  
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SOLIFUGES ARE NOT ANTS! 
 
By William van Niekerk 
 

 
I have, for some time, been mystified by the persistent myth that Solifuges are closely related to ants. Despite my 
(roundabout) attempts to quash this myth, it appears on almost every post of a Solifuge as a helpful little bit of 
information offered by someone enthusiastically sharing what they've learnt on the subject, and I have found myself not 
so much irritated as perplexed. 
 
I suspect, though, that I have found the root. Several sources - including Norman Larsen's write-up on the order on the 
biodiversity explorer - list the origin of the order name ‘Solifugae’ as the latin word Solifuga, for 'a kind of venomous ant 
or spider', which is itself derived from Solpuga, or 'flees from the sun'. 
 
Further perplexed, I looked into this, and I found a little piece by the very late, rather great R. I. Pocock. The Greeks - 
importantly, unlike the Romans - thought of the Solifuges as a distinct group of spiders, which they called the 
Phalangium, and had a tale of a North African city abandoned due to their presence (which is somehow even more 
dramatic than the tale of a Colchester home evacuated after a camel-spider in a soldier's suit-case was erroneously 
blamed for the death of a family dog). 
 
Pliny (Roman, so probably hadn't seen one) somehow got hold of the story, but replaced the Greek Phalangium (now 
used for the harvestmen instead) with the Latin Solpuga, originating the name. 
 
Here we leave Pocock's little story behind, and continue to chase the ant myth. Pliny, apparently unbeknownst to 
Pocock, credited this term to Cicero, who apparently described it as 'a venomous ant not found in Italy' - which is so 
vague a description as to be almost entirely useless; the formation of its name, however, suggests that he was referring 
to the same animal as we currently know. Pliny followed the Cynamolgi story with a few more myths, each more 
ridiculous than the previous. Later sources expanded these myths and avoided actually describing the shapeless, deadly 
boogie-man that the Solifuges became, such that 500 years later, it was noted in Isidore's Etymologie as a type of snake 
(given that Isidore is the patron saint of the internet, and given that the internet is very good at taking things far out of 
context, this seems oddly appropriate). 
 
So there we have it. If you call a Solifuge a type of ant (or snake), you're wrong. But given that there is a 2,000 year old 
tradition of making the same mistake, I suppose I can see that it would be a tough habit to break. 
  
 The main sources of this information are Kenneth Kitchell’s ‘Animals in the Ancient World from A to Z’ and Pocock’s ‘The Nature 

and Habits of Pliny’s Solpuga’, published in Nature, vol 57 (p 618), in 1898; and the Colchester story referred to was reported by the 
Daily Mail, here (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1049755/Spider-kills-pet-dog-paratrooper-accidentally-brings-home-
Afghanistan.html) – and is, as might be expected, full of myths.  
 
Photo by Joan Faiola 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1049755/Spider-kills-pet-dog-paratrooper-accidentally-brings-home-Afghanistan.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1049755/Spider-kills-pet-dog-paratrooper-accidentally-brings-home-Afghanistan.html
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CELEBRATING TARANTULAS  
 

By Joan Faiola  
 
A far cry from the arachnophobia you normally encounter – one State Park in northern California has an annual 
tarantula day, which is a day of fun and fresh air for kids and adults.  And they don’t go out to stomp on them! (the 
spiders that is). In fact they say they are harmless friends.  Which they are. The Pine Ridge Association of the Henry W. 
Coe State Park runs this event, and this year it was held on 3rd October.   
 
Excerpt from their website announcement: 
 
 

 
 
Sounds like fun!  
 
Apparently the male tarantulas, genus Aphonopelma, leave their burrows in September (in Autumn) and wander around 
looking for females.   
 
The State Park is large, at 36 000 hectares. Nearly two thirds of this is a designated wilderness.  The area is pristine (no 
stands of alien trees), and preserves part of the Diablo range.  You can go fishing there, or camp.  But don’t start 
wildfires. 
 
I picked this information up when visiting one of my favourite spidery websites, spiderhugger.com. 
 
Read the story at the spiderhugger link below.  Awesome and funny. 
 
References: 

http://spiderhugger.com/tarantulas-go-marching-hurrah-hurrah/ 

http://coepark.net/pineridgeassociation/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_W._Coe_State_Park 

 

 
 

 
 

     
 
 

http://spiderhugger.com/tarantulas-go-marching-hurrah-hurrah/
http://coepark.net/pineridgeassociation/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_W._Coe_State_Park
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GOOGLE KEYWORDS        

 
Investigated by Astri Leroy 
 
Quite by chance I stumbled onto Google Keywords and asked it to cough out the most used keywords used BY SOUTH 
AFRICANS when asking about spiders.  Keywords are those words and phrases most used when asking Google about a 
subject.  Here’s are the top keywords starting from 3600 hits for the words “violin spider”  and the least at 70 for “wolf 
spider bites” (?).  By far the most are to do with venomous, poisonous, dangerous etc., which is kind of expected.     I 
have only listed those words or phrases with 90 or more hits. Make of it what you will but it certainly strikes me that in 
the popular mind violin spiders are right up there!  

 
Go and check how to identify and treat spider bites, interesting and some of it downright scary! Oh yes then there are 
enquiries about how to get rid of spiders, presumably those were not from members of The Spider Club! 
 
There were a few asking about crab spiders and rain spiders and wolf spiders which was odd, why not some other 
spiders?  This made me realise it is probably futile head-banging to try to convince Joe and Josephine public that there 
are literally thousands of fascinating spiders in this country and that spiders are not dangerous.   We really must carry 
on regardless trying to change the public perception of creatures with more than four legs and less than one! 
  
The most used keywords were Spider Solitaire with literally thousands of hits!! 
 

violin spider 3600 clock spider 210 

spider bites 2900 trapdoor spider 170 

rain spider 2900 poisonous spiders 170 

spider 1900 giant huntsman spider 170 

baboon spider 1300 fear of spiders 170 

sac spider 1000 recluse spider 140 

violin spider bite 720 pictures of spiders 140 

spider bite 720 orb spider 140 

golden orb spider 720 goliath spider 140 

scorpion spider 590 goliath bird eating spider 140 

brazilian wandering spider 480 black spider 140 

biggest spider 320 big spiders 140 

spiders pictures 260 spider tattoos 110 

ferrari spider 260 most venomous spider 110 

ferrari 458 spider 260 most poisonous spider 110 

sun spider 210 dangerous spiders 110 

daddy long legs spider 210 redback spider 90 
dreams about spiders 90 most dangerous spider 90 

water spider 90 largest spider 90 

wandering spider 90 is a spider an insect 90 

spiders on drugs 90 giant spider 90 

spider pictures 90 garden spider 90 

spider games 90 wolf spider bite 70 
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OF SPIDERS AND HARVESTMEN IN HARSH PLACES 
 
By Heide Davel 
 

 
 
We took the 4x4 as far as we could, but eventually had to stop and continue on foot as the snow lay thick and white 
from there to the summit of Matroosberg.  I had joined Venture Forth to guide a young lady to the snow on the high 
summits. She is suffering from cancer and her bucket list wish was to see snow, something she had never experienced 
before.  I made a snow angel but forgot to wear my gloves which resulted in a brief but painful experience with frost-
nip. Our boots sank deep into the snow and came out muddy, leaving dirty holes in the white wonderland. 
 
 
At around 1800 m in June, the Hex River Mountains is a 
harsh environment, yet I found a spider braving the snow 
and ice, as well as a dead harvestman. After I had a good 
look at the spider (it was later identified by Ian 
Engelbrecht as a trapdoor spider in the genus Spiroctenus), 
it continued on its way and eventually reached the ice 
covered restio tuft it was aiming for. The harvestman was 
lying on the snow a few meters from where I had met the 
spider, and I held its lifeless body in my hand.  
  
 
 
The air was thick and heavy; it was like breathing through a wet blanket. As the blood flow returned to my frozen fingers 
with a painful vengeance, the little body in the palm of my hand started to move.  
 

Opiliones resurrecticus  
 
It wasn’t long before I placed the now energetic harvestman back in the restios, as it had suddenly remembered it had 
places to go, things to see and aphids to eat. 
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The Spider Club of Southern Africa  
www.spiderclub.co.za 

 

Diary 2015/2016 

Please note: Most events are free to paid-up Spider Club members.  For those who are not paid-up members of The 
Spider Club we charge R50 per adult and R10 per child 11 years and under with the option of paying R120 PER FAMILY 
for annual subscription.   Some venues however require an entrance fee which must be paid by each individual.  For 
field trips we will supply vials, magnifiers, plastic pill bottles and some other basic collecting equipment but please 
bring your own if you have as well as any reference books, a picnic lunch, adequate water, a hat and good walking 
shoes.      
 

2015 
 
LETAMO ECO ESTATE, KROMDRAAI, MOGALE CITY 
Sunday 6th December 8:00 am – 12 noon  
 
Find salticids with Galina Azarkina, an expert on African jumping spiders who hails from Siberia, picnic at the venue. 
BOOKING ESSENTIAL as their security needs vehicle numbers.   Book at info@spiderclub.co.za or s.m.s. 073 168-7187.  
Full details on booking. 
 

2016 
 
NTSIRI PRIVATE GAME RESERVE in the 
UMBABAAT RESERVE NEAR HOEDSPRUIT 
4th – 7th January 2016 – CANCELLED 
 
 

KORSMANS BIRD SANCTUARY, BENONI  
Sunday January 24th 8 a.m. till lunch time  
 
Directions: Take the N12 to Witbank and the Atlas Rd offramp southbound (M43 to Boksburg). Westdene is a boomed 
suburb, and there are entrances at Sher Rd, Sunny Rd and Sunnyside Ave. Meet opposite No 92 The Drive, corner The 
Drive and Kilfenora Rd, Westdene, Benoni. There is parking on the verge at the gate. Map at end with the simplest route 
marked. We will picnic at a nearby home so that we have electricity for microscope lights. Book at 
info@spiderclub.co.za or sms 073-168-7187 
 

VALENTINE’S DAY WEEKEND!  
DEELFONTEIN CONSERVANCY, VREDEFORT DOME, NEAR PARYS 
13th – 14th February 2016 
www.deelfontein.co.za 
 
Deelfontein is about a two hour drive from Johannesburg and we have been asked to present spiders to members of the 
conservancy.  Stay over or come for the day.  Details and to book:  info@spiderclub.co.za 
 

 

 

mailto:info@spiderclub.co.za
mailto:info@spiderclub.co.za
http://www.deelfontein.co.za/
mailto:info@spiderclub.co.za
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KLIPRIVIERSBERG NATURE RESERVE, JOHANNESBURG SOUTH 
Sunday 6thMarch 2015, 8.30 am to + - 3 pm 
 
Book at info@spiderclub.co.za or s.m.s. 073-168-7187    
 

OTHER PLANS: 
 
April – to be advised, probably somewhere near Rustenburg in N.W. Date to avoid public holidays and school holidays. 
 
May 11th – 16th The Annual Yebo Gogga display at the University of the Witwatersrand.  The theme this year is “Move”. 
 
May 27th – 29th Gauteng Outdoor Expo 
 
June 12th SPIDER CLUB A.G.M., annual braai and get-together.  Karel de Bont will show us a spider video he has made, 
including those he saw on a recent trip to Namibia. 

 
Keep your eyes on your e-mail and our Facebook page as other events may be organised, sometimes at quite short 
notice.   We will attempt to give you fair warning and those who do not have access to e-mail will be sent a text 
message. 
 
Norman Larsen is at the Cape Union Mart Adventure Centre, Canal walk in Cape Town every Saturday between 11 am 
and 12 noon to demonstrate and talk about SPIDERS! 
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